
Easy Rules Overview/Prospectus 
Everything takes place on the Diamond of Existence, in Facets (universes), especially the 

Immortal Facets where the best of the best gods live. The ruler of this world is the Diamond 
Master (DM), a neutral judge who makes everything possible. 

When you get invited to the Pantheon, you start out as a Hero Deity (aka Inclusion Tier) 
living in the Immortal Facets. This rank allows you a taste of what godhood is all about, and a 
chance to meet heroes from other campaigns. Hero Deities do not answer prayers or cause the 
forces of nature to operate. 

The next rank up is Campaign God (Pavilion Tier), which is the rank of a more 
conventional divine being. After that is Worldcrafter (Bezel Tier), which is for GMs and the like. 
The strongest, most iconic gods are called Steepest Tier (Crown Tier). You buy Tiers from the 
Norns. 

You start out with your own Realm thread, in which you should describe your living 
desmene. 

To do something on the Diamond Pantheon, you simply elaborate it on a relevant thread 
on the forums. Usually you pick a thread where a lot of action is already happening if you want 
to join in on something, or start your own chain of events in a new thread (perhaps under your 
Realm). If what you describe is in your grasp, it happens and others can react to it. It’s 
storytelling. 

To help determine what is in your grasp, you have a few mechanical statistics. The first is 
your Tier, as we’ve already described. The next is your Domains, portfolios of what you as a 
divine being are particularly interested in. These have to be purchased from the DM. You are 
better at things that are in your domains, but you are still exceptional at most everything else. A 
Weakness is the opposite of a Domain. If you take a Weakness, the Norns will pay you. Domains 
have levels. When you buy a Domain, it is the total number of levels held of that Domain by all 
the gods in your Tier combined which determines the cost you pay. Unused domains are 
cheaper to buy than used domains. Domains are property and you can trade them as you would 
any other property, within your own Tier. The limit on how many first-level domains you can 
have is 1/Tier.  

The currency of the gods is called Favor. Each god has an unlimited supply of Favor of 
their own brand. They can trade this to other gods. You can do many things to earn Favor. It is 
up to whoever holds it what they will trade for Favor. Most Favor is traded in decimal fractions, 
like .05 Odin Favor. 
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If you come to hold 1.0 Favor on one particular god, you can automatically demand that 
they do something you have in mind, even if they don’t want to: make them lend many things or 
turn over one thing. This is dangerous so try to buy up your own Favor before anyone comes to 
hold too much of it! 

The Diamond Master and the Norns have special brands of Favor. If you have DM Favor, 
you can buy powerful Artifacts of your own design, mini-universes, contract enforcement, 
wishes, and extra campaign worlds. These are called reality revisions. You can also buy 
Domains and Domain levels. If you have Norn Favor, you can buy Tiers if you meet the 
requirements, or you can use it to sponsor a character in a campaign world for godhood.  

These two Favors can be interchanged at any time, but you will take a small loss on the 
conversion. Norn Favor is considered more valuable than DM Favor, and is usually rarer.  

Gods have a funny view of time. To them, everything is basically happening at once. So 
on the Diamond Pantheon forums, just because somebody posted yesterday doesn’t mean they 
did that thing before what you post today. The game is divided up into “Hrair Weeks” of 8 days. 
Nothing you do can ever take effect until 2-8 days later; other people can describe how they 
avoid the situation you have tried to place them into. This is useful because not everyone can be 
online every day. People who post less are not penalized (though they might miss out on some 
rewards). 

If two gods in the Pantheon are in dissent about something that cannot be resolved with 
storytelling alone, there is a system to resolve it called the Mechanical Slots. Both characters 
describe what they are doing, and the DM fills in slots in this order of importance: 

Tier > Domains > Weaknesses > Artifacts > Circumstances > Spells > Allies > Insights  

 

Whoever can fill in the highest value slots is declared the winner. Only one thing can go 
in each slot for each side of the competition. If it is a mortal combat competition, the winner can 
try to kill the loser. The winner needs to roll a natural 20 on a 20 sided die, and the loser would 
have to roll 10 or higher to save himself. All dice are submitted to the Lady, who will announce 
the results. Later, the Norns will declare the god dead. Until the Norns do so, the god can keep 
trying to save himself if he thinks it is possible. 

To fill in slots and decide who would win, the DM will probably look at the Precedent, 
which is a collection of posts in which something was tried for the first time. 

Everyone in the Pantheon is affiliated with a campaign world. Gods can visit other 
campaign worlds, and the Chief Ruler of that campaign world has to decide what effect this will 
have. Characters from that world might interact with you. They might oppose you if you are seen 
as an invader. The referee must see if characters are powerful enough to oppose you. If you are a 
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Hero Deity, any mortal can try to oppose you. If you are a Campaign God, the referee will need 
to figure out if any of the opposing characters are at least Hero Deities, which could then oppose 
you. You may be opposed by other Campaign Gods who are not elected into the Diamond 
Pantheon. Then any competition will be resolved either by using the game system of the 
campaign world, or by using the game system of the Diamond Pantheon. Generally, you can 
impact the parts of the visited campaign world if they are part of your domain; otherwise, you 
will easily be cast out by the native gods. 

Another arbitrator is The Council. It is composed of player character gods from all Tiers 
and alignments. They have rules that are not enforced by the game, but rather by the characters 
in the game! If you do something the Council considers despicable, a lot of powerful gods will 
descend on you and teach you a lesson. 

Gods settle a lot of things using games. The DM runs games for the gods to play, and 
sometimes the players might decide to settle disputes with a game. This is considered much more 
civilized for these higher beings. The prize for these games is often DM Favor. Quests also have 
Favor (or sometimes Artifacts or knowledge) as a reward. It is of course possible to play other 
games to settle bets and contests between gods. 

It’s really pretty simple, although there are many more specifics, details, and numbers in 
the full rules. If it should be within your grasp to do something, you don’t need to look up any 
rules or roll any dice. In fact, if you say something simple you can assume you are successful 
immediately and start dictating your next action without waiting for the DM to approve it! 
Doesn’t that feel powerful? 

  



Being a Hero Deity 
 Most members start out as a Hero Deity, so the full description of this tier is provided. 

Inclusion Tier – Hero Deity 

 This tier is mostly a teaser of the greater things to come in the pantheon. It means you 
have incredible renown in your home plane on your home campaign-world Facet, and that you 
wish to become great within the multiverse. Get to talk to other Hero Deities from other Facets. 
To qualify for this tier, you should be a notable feature in the history of a campaign world, 
preferably one registered as a Facet on the Diamond of Existence. You need only find a DP god 
who is willing to sponsor you. Most Hero Deities are extremely high level or powerful 
characters, but not usually true gods themselves by a classical definition. Sometimes a small-
time deity simply seeks recognition on the Diamond Pantheon. 

 Hero Deities are not permitted to be the Chief Ruler of a campaign world except in 
extenuating circumstances when a stronger native god is lacking. If they are the first in the 
Diamond Pantheon from their campaign world, they may register it but not rule it without an 
exception granted by the Diamond Master. 

 The classic Hero Deity has one divine and one mortal parent, and makes a name for 
himself defeating chthonic powerful monsters. They are still capable of being defeated by 
ordinary mortals, though they may be capable of fending off an entire army by themselves. The 
weakest example of a Hero Deity is Arachne, who defeated Athena in a weaving contest and was 
turned into a spider for it. The strongest example is Hercules, who was eventually accepted as a 
member of the core Olympian pantheon. Exalted characters are an excellent example of Hero 
Deities from an RPG. 

Ask the question "Has almost everyone heard of me? Would they expect me to triumph in an 
impossible situation?" You might be a hero deity if the answer is yes. 

Hero deities may hang out in the Hamlet of Heroes.  

The rank of Hero Deity is important because it allows a character the chance to victory over a 
god. 

  



Where To Go From Here 
 You have a few options, having read this rules overview. You’re probably ready to build 
your character and go make your first few in-game actions and posts! Go ahead, if that is your 
style, and you have already been sponsored. You should have a good intuitive grasp of the 
basics. 

 To be a truly crafty and informed god, you should read the unabridged ruleset. There are 
appendices to this ruleset in another document and in devoted forum threads.  

 You will also eventually want to read the Precedent, a collection of the clearest examples 
of the most subtle rules of the forum. 

 There is also a forum thread devoted to the adventures of the Exemplar Pantheon: The 
Alpha, Beta, Gamma-Man, and Uno, whose job it is to demonstrate the basic rules. This can be a 
big help for something you enjoy. 


